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Background
Aims

Methodology

Neolithic sites are littered with evidence that bones 

were cracked and harvested for marrow.Prior 

investigation into tool marks on bone is extensive 

but for the most part, the focus has been on basic 

hunting and butchering techniques with very little 

attention paid to the culinary uses of bone once the 

skin and meat have been stripped.My research, 

however, is focused on secondary butchering, which 

has been overlooked all too often in the investigation 

of bone assemblages. Understanding methods 

of marrow extraction can be much more valuable 

to archaeologists than simply ascertaining whether or 

not it took place, eg. by providing context for the 

society and events surrounding its processing

• Compile a reference collection of toolmarks which indicate the varying methods of 

marrow processing using stone technology

• Comment on the effectiveness of various methods of marrow extraction amd how 

this may relate to what the marrow was used for

Marrow was exposed using a series of stones, chosen for their varying size, surface and material. 

The stones were collected from Warbeth beach located on the west coast of mainland Orkney. 

Stones were split into five groups based on their morphology; cobblestone, or rounded, 'flat 

surfaced; ‘handaxe’, thin edged; large crushing stones. The thin-edged stones made almost no 

impact and so are not illustrated here. Tibia and femur bones of cattle were chosen for this 

experiment as they are commonly found in Neolithic sites, broken and amongst other 

food remains. The bones were donated fresh from several butchers in the area.

Archaeological examples of cattle bones from the Ness of Brodgar dig on the Orkney Mainland



Results Conclusions

Future DirectionsZooarchaeology

One of the central aims of this project was to be better able to understand not just if a bone was harvested for marrow 

but also the method of marrow extraction used and the impact this would have on the utility of the marrow. This 

project has successfully gone some way to introducing this topic. Further experimentation is still necessary, though, 

to utilise this line of study fully. For example, it is yet to be understood whether factors such as climate, diet and species 

will have an impact on the results demonstrated in this study.

Lithics

Granite proved to be the best stone material for marrow extraction meaning there is a lot to be gained by prehistoric 

peoples from the quarrying and excavation of granite. Sandstone is sub parr, though, suggesting it's presence at a 

Neolithic site may be for something other than breaking large bones.

In addition, although the bones used in this experiment were stripped of their meat in a modern butchers, extensive fat 

deposits were transferred to the stones, and to granite stones in particular. These deposits may be detectable through 

lipid analysis of the stones, a process not yet standard or even common on archaeological digs.

Large 'crushing' stones exposed the 

most usable marrow with very little bone shards 
and no intrusion into the marrow. This makes 

these the best stones for raw marrow 

consumption.
Flat surfaced stones were able to expose 

the marrow but embedded the most bone 
shards in the marrow making it unfit for 

consumption.

The cobblestone granite stone exposed 
the marrow effectively with some embedded 

bone shards. This makes this stone less than 
ideal for raw marrow consumption. It may be 

used to harvest marrow for use in a more 

processed culinary way, however, such as in 
broth or butter. The processing would give 

plenty of opportunities to remove bone shards.
Granite is the most desirable material for 

bone cracking.

Weight and material are important factors to 
the effectiveness of the stone. The ability to hold 

the stone in a way that allows you to put your 
full force behind it, though, is vital for smaller 

stones.

Cobble Stones

The rounded 'cobblestone stones’ are slightly larger than the palm of the hand and have 
a rounded surface with no flat or sharp edges hitting the bone. Although these stones 

were easy to hold and put your full force behind, only the granite stone was hard 

enough to break through the bone surface.
• Stone 1 – Sandstone = Little impact – no breakage of bone

• Stone 2 – Cobblestone = Little impact – no breakage of bone
• Stone 3 – Granite = Broke through the first bone surface easily – chipped it away, 

exposing the marrow until the lower bone surface broke in a spiral fracture

Flat Surfaced Stones
The ‘flat surfaced stones’ are stones which had smooth flat surface which was used to 

break the bone in this experiment.
• Stone 4 – Sandstone = Decimated the bone surface, crushing the marrow and 

embedding it with bone shards

• Stone 5 – Sandstone= Broke through the bone in a messy, short spiral fracture
The broad flat surface of stone 4 pulverized the bone whereas the thin surface of stone 

5 made an intense localized impact. Both stones left the exposed marrow littered with 
bone shards but stone 4 left the marrow the most unsuitable for consumption

Handaxe

• Stone 6 – Sandstone = Dethatched large flat shards from the bone util it eventually 
broke in a spiral fracture

The curved surface of the hand-axe left it unable to find sufficient purchase on the bone. 
Instead, the stone slipped to either side of the bone causing planes of bone to break off.

Thin Edged Stones

The thin edged stones made very little impact.
Large 'Crushing' Stones

The ‘large crushing stones’ were too large to be held in one hand and were chosen for 
their weight and heft.

• Stone 9 – Granite = Consistently inflicted clean spiral fractures with few bone splints 

and good exposure of the marrow
• Stone 10 – Sandstone = Consistently inflicted clean spiral fractures with few bone 

splints and good exposure of the marrow
These large crushing' stones left clean spiral fractures that left the least bone shards in 

the marrow than any other stone used in this experiment. Stone 9 made a cleaner more 

precise break, however, than stone 10.
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